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Th© object of this thesis is to give the solution of 

a problem in tbs motion of a perfect gasB to study the 

singularities of this' solution and see what fora, it must 

assume in the neighborhood of such a ■ singularity* • 

Th© physical model which represents the problem is 

an infinitely long tub© of unifora cross section B baring 

walls of a non-heat-oonduotlng material and fitted with 

a raorabl© piston at one end* The cylinder is filled with 

a perfect gas which is assumed to produce no friction 

with the walls of the cylinder or within itself and to 

conduct no heat internally* 

if the piston is now mored analytically into the gas8 

it is required in the first part of the problem to giro 

the velocity, pressure Baaft specific volume of tbs- gas la 

motion near the origin* These will b© given ? with a 

discussion of the extent of the region in which they 

represent the solution of the problem* It will be shown 

that for a certain kind of analytic motion of the piston^ 

a singularity arises in this solution of a type that 

suggests a new solution in which the boundary between the 

gas in motion and the gas at rest is a shock ware* This 

is a war© across which there is£a discontinuity in th© 

velocityD pressure* and specific volume* la the second 

part of the problem,, the new solution will b© found In 



the fora of a power series* The method of computing the 

successive ■ derivatives will he Indicated with a specific 

example illustrating the results« ■ ■ ■ ■: 

. This problem,, in particular the first part*, has ho an 

discussed by several writers#. .Among them* d# Badamard, 

in his he eons sur la Propagation des Ondea a has treated 

the- problem of replacing the' solution in the neighbor* 

hood of a singularity of th© ■ type studied in this paper# 

His treatment was* however* in a. different system of 

coordinates and the results given In'the reference'' ' 

mentioned above were incorrect* 

A notion of■fundamental importance in-the method used 

here is that of characteristic curve* A char acteristic 

curve of a system of partial differential equations of 

the first order may he defined as a curve in the space of 

the independent variables on which specification of the 

values of the dependent variables docs not uniquely 

determine their derivatives* This means that two 

integrals of the system may take on the same values os 

a characteristic curve.hut otherwise fee different* That 

is* solutions of the equations may he joined together 

along characteristic carves# This property will he 

necessary in finding the solution in the first part of 

the problem and in fitting this solution to the one for 

a 



tha last parts® 

Let tli© velocity u, p9 and 

volume v be functions of the position and time* x and 

to Then th© differential equations which define the 

motion of a friotlosless fluid are 
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Equation (1) expresses th© conservation of momentum „ 
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and CS) the conservation of mass. 
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where Ax is tins volume element of the fluid, when th© 

cross sect ion of the cylinder is taken to have area 

equal to 1 and D/Dt means the total time derivative or 

differentiation following the motion of the gas* Squat* 

ion (B) is ©ailed the equation of ©ohtiauity* 

Sine© there is no heat conduction .in. the gas or 

through the cylinder walls9 we nay assume the adiabatic 

gas law to hold initially* Then 

p(ir) = 

and we will choose the units so that the constant k is 

S 



equal to XA- fhis my -too done by assuming p equal to 1 

and v equal to 1 in th® gas at rest* Cader this assume 

pbion p la a function of y aloa© and Cl) nay be written 

Consider mow the system of four aquations oooposed 

of (I) end Ca) aad the aquations for the total 

©ntials ©f u aal ?i 

+ & dJh 

to x ©ad t b@ along 

them this ourro is 

«nr 

Lot bit# differentiation 

am arbitrary curr© in the x0% 

a oh&raoterXstl© of the equations fi) and (2) only if 

th© system of four equations does mot uniquely dotondso 

the derivatives of u and v* Tim determinant of the eo-* 

efficients mast then bo aero and we find the result to 

b© the differential equations defining two real families 

of mmm in the xst plane 1 

, / 1 '*• 
GZ = ll -t ^rc-P'J 
dt 

dx 

15} 

C4) = U, ~ Tr(-f*) . 

thus along these ©urvesj, for a giwm set of. values of u 

ami v3 we ©as find »r© than, one set Of values for their 

4 



derivative© provided equations are consistent® 

the consistency elation ia obtained by setting any 

one of the otter four determinants of th© four by five 

of the system ©quill to SHKQ* fhsts 

dx . ' 4^ 

mast bold for both of the families (3) and (4}o 

From tlie relation .between p and v9 
,y» - - *+< 

f rr = r * 
Wmm {§} and fs) we find 

du- 
d\T 

and from 

^ JL 
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tOer w =-if 
In consequence it follows that if u ant v are given on 

a carve in th@ xDt plane » the condition that their first 

derivatives (noj/be^ determined Is that either f 6} or I? I 

hold.® lore generally It can he shorn that If the values 

of a ant v are given together with their first »«4. de¬ 

rivatives on such a curve9 the condition that their n«bh 

derivatives' not be determined is the saw® 

We may not® from IS) and (4) that sash discoatinuities 

in the derivatives are propagated with sound velocity as 

has boon ©hown by Ha&amard# 

On integrating {6} and (f) we have the two following 



relations between ti and y will oh apply to the fami lias 

'{S) and (4) raspeetirslys 

2 x £* 
« . 
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la particular*, the initial boundary .between the gas 

in motion sad the gas at rash must be a characteristic 

sine© the solution u-09 p=Xe and ?=1 la the gas at 

neat mist be joined to the solution for the regies of 

motion of the gm$ which takes on the rallies u-&s p ~t3 

y - X on the boundary but mast obviously be otherwise 

different* Md ©iso© 'the information that th© piston has 

begun to mm® mat be transmitted to the gas at rest& 

this boundary must hay© positive slop® at th® origin and 

therefor© belongs to the family (5) on which dr/dt la 

WhOU U=-Oe . 

In th® neighborhood, of th© origin the members of th© 

C 4} cross the boundary of the gas at rest and of 

course »a completely fill out a region near th© origin*, 

then the constant Q? in equation (9) $ which ms derived 

from {d}8 saint be the same for eve&y aeatoer of th© family 

and may be evaluated at the. boundary of the. gas at rest* 

On letting p = l/r? we se@ that 



% being the adiabatic spaed of sound in the gas at rest0 

'Thus C9) 3 will oh becomes . r~ 

v^<(i+j£^ 

shows that a Is a function of v alone near the origin.# 

Using this in Ca) we hare . ■ 

(i - C-t-Co 
l-f 

a constant'on each maoiber of C S)« Substituting for v{ *»ps) 

In (3) from (Q)* (3).la seen to define a family of. 

X 

where <fN is to he determined by th® - motion 'of the piston 

path* ■ 
The boundary of motion of the gas Is obtained.by 

putting u equal to zero In {10}«. fills line* s.=%ts 

places the initial disturbance at the head of a sound ware 

with relocity 0O« By analogy the other characteristics 

of the family (§) am sound wares with velocity relative 

to the cylinder wall equal to the slope defined by (3K 



Xh© fasdly of lino® (SO) alio fill® out the region 

of motion near the origin and with f(«> properly ddbexmtoed, 

gires u. implicitly as a function of x ©ad to Equation 

ft) then giras v and consequently p as functions of x 

sad to 

lot the piston path he given toy s = F(t) „ In the 

problem studied here F(b) la to to© analytic with F{0) = Oc 

F8(0) = 0? and l
?}9(0)>0a Thor© Is to toe a third eaad*» 

ition on the derivatives of f(t) .Involving frrt(0) tout 

this will toe girsa latex* 

Xf ?9S(05 is greater than sere* »=if*{t) on the pis® 

funotions then on the piston path x .and t may toe 

X= fF'^<U-= JvLH-'Wt-- u.'H*) - [ws)^ 

t- = V’W, 

Substituting these values to (10) determines ‘ff^so 

that the lower bound of the gas s the 

the result 1st 

lp(*) — •+ (^r u-+Ca){f/(u) 

(11) (?) —■ O , 

®ie equations for the family (4) can now toe given 

to u* iron (4) and (t) we have for bh© 



Vibb aCp&aft b r for m and b on |4) as functions of a, 

^ • 

Th® derirabiires here are total deriratiirQ© wibb respect 

to is and vm may .alltainate &rr/du with. (10}« From (10), 

4£ = ^tr-4
>'W + (r4f“ + G>)zfe-; 

wbieb substituted Into tbs 

4> Y«J ^ t/- (fr+Q tr ___ 
d^c, X£(Y-I)U1-3.CO (}M)U.-f- ,lCo 

■ Integrating,. 

us) tr = +n 

_a-r 

where K la to be determined by tbe intersection of til® 

characteristic with the line ag =• C0t* x r 1® found by 

putting tp into (IQ)# . 

fb© path, of a partial© or cross ©setion of tbs gm 

is found similarly, letting atp end bpb® x end b on tbs 

particle path, m bare by definition 
c$*(> .dip 
~d^T = ^ ^cT ? 

igs tp as and. eliminating cbCp/du with (IQ) and 

a function of a isi 
y-H - r _iu_ 

(13) = (^Er* -*-&] | | <p'(“)( +Ce)r f^- "*■ K 



where K is determined by the initial position of the 

particle* is given by substitution of (IS} into (10)* 

Figure 1 shows, the general appearance of the ■ abla¬ 

ut ion in the xft plane near the origin# It may be notion 

ed that any:on©'of the partiolepathsmaybe regarded as- 

a piston path :tf desired# ■'■ 

Figure t 
Figure 2 is suggest lire of the type of singularity 

that 1101 may have « Since the slope of the members of (5) 

increases when the slope of the piston path increases9 

these characteristics will cross somewhere abcrr# the 

¥ 0n the other hand* .if F* 9ft) is always negative, the 

envelope is below the piston path and the solution (10) 

holds# _ We. might also note, that the envelope mores off ; 

to Infinity.when/the piston path has a point of inflection 

and intersects the piston path only when there is an 

infinite acceleration.. 

10 



piston pathg that is3 soKawher© in the region of epaee- 

time occupied by the gas. At joints where two of the 

characteristics (3} cross one set of values for x and b 

corresponds to’ two values of « and (10) no longer serves 

to give t* as a single valued function of n .and t# the. 

beufiiary of the region where the characteristics cross., 

is an envelop© of the family |S|* fhis envelope is is- 

ttmained by the two equations 

X - «>J £ + (f(Ui) ~ ° 

t&;t ..+ ^]=o< 

lotting r e and t e be tb© coordinates of points on the 

*E = ^•u-^)lP'W ~fW 

If'ffMsO, then <$*) any he written 

qW' = io( *£«.+ <:=) - Jf., 

sine# <f6>)= §8 and CIO) reduces to 

^--^o ~ (t—£»)(m-« +&)} 

of straight linos through the point x 

envelope, here is the point %*%* this case will not he 

discussed* ■ 

if ^T*j^09 there will he an envelope which 1© not • 

lust a single point* From (11) 3 

fipj = WW -+ (’Qu.-rC,) *“(<<) , 

a 

11 



How W is the .inverse ftmctionof ’tt*(t) and 

..”* /='W 
_ F‘“(±J 

se that ■' ' ’■". ■ ; ■ . ,..■ : . ■ 

f "(>W) faF ~ (^F ^ F‘“CiJ\ 

IS the piston path remains analytic.* Fe,(t) 'ge** - 

Bains finite and the oon&ltioa that that© he m enrol©pe 

whieh is net apoint is 

¥[F“£)f'- -i-6>)F'ufeJ ^C4 

la when % =0* F*f b) =0 aat 

(18) f (») f *LFXo)l ~ a F"wj 

means that there will he m envelope which ©sets the -Mae 

s=*G0t at the point ^ feost hjr patting u =0 la |M)« fhe 

soorciiaates of % snet - ' . 

X = 
*zc° 
f-H 

(f'(o) 2~*. >o 
ar-w P"(S? 

=?-*-—. —— > o 
jr+i P“c°-) 

Hate here that if ?»’i0)~±«>8 the eolation C20) hr@aks 

down at the origin* 

Bfiiation 115) shew is the ooniitioa os Frrit0) 
\ 

wmhionei os page 8* 

■fhe heha?lor of the envelope in the neighborhood of 

ia 



Q, east b© determined W looking at its eunrature there0 

from (14) 9 

Hi® ease where <P*<*0 -0 is not to fee ©onsitered ter©ff 

Suppose tpMfc)<0» Shea the mmralopa teats downward Into 

the gas la motion as stem la figure IX a 

Consider the quaatil 

4,, = iE - F M 

i\t = ie - 

which mm the differoaoas feetonga x .sad t9 
©a tfee envelope eat the piston path along a eharaot©r« 

istie |si. from CIO), (H)f and CM)3 

U7) 
t'W, 

is 



Siaae VX<*)-Xf Is positive for all t sufficient® 

If near the origina and \ will not be zero simultaneous* 

ly* that is* the envelop© does sot met bh© piston path* 

Thersfare xg and tg bar© a relative minimum somewhere 

abow© the piston path* From |I4) this is seen to ha 

where But from the oppression for the surf atm© 

of the envelope* this point is also a cusp* . This ha® 

hew indicated in Figure XI* this type of singularity 

presents a more difficult problem than the on© to h© treat* 

©fi la this pa par o 

The prohiss to which the reminder of this 

applies is that of extending the solution beyond the 

% when (ffo) Is greater than aero* figure 111 shows the 

nature of the envelope in this ease* the solution fid) 

becomes damble^valued in the region between * = CLt and 

the envelope* But this does not mas'that the solution 

110) will hold everywhere below.this initial character® 

istie9 as will be sees* 

Consider the first order derivatives of uB pa and v* 

Sins© ▼ and consequently. p mm functions of u alone? both 

the partial derivative© for .each .quantity involve th© 

factor Vt^tc* But a mm on the envelope* This 

suggest® that the functions n9 p3 and v themselves besom 

discoatisuoas at point® to the right of q* this hyp©* 

thesis my be given soma physical justification if m 



think of the piston as gaaeratiag sound flaws continuous*- 

3y with continuous increase in ’smloolty due to increase 

in ’Telocity of the sodium, flies© wa?sg overtake ©a© 
? • ' 

another is, the yiotalty of the point % and produce. a 

discontinuous change is the pressure across the wmm 

frost* If we find *>p/dx from |i:J and CIS) and evaluate it 

os the mre the result is? 

m 

®* u- 2L. Co 

2.X 
if+l fx.- — L *• *-+> FV;1 

fha denominator hers Is nagati?© for points to the left 

of % .and approaches sere through negative rallies as % 

approaches the x coordinate of the point Q, thus the 

pressure gradient becomes negatively infinite at Q and 

the continuation of the solution oust be expected to 

Involve a pressure discontinuity beyond that point, Such 

a discontinuity Is referred to as a shock vmvo* 

fhM wave must most the line JS =0ot at % and Mrs 

an- Initial velocity c0# the speed of sound in the gas at 

rest* For such m wares the Hankins*** Hugenlot equations 

express the conserration of mass and momentum, they 

Cl®} n* ■** fo ~M-2.)trz - (u~ui)ir; 

{my m(c<.,~U2.) = f*~ f*} 

m 



v/her© m. is. th© moss passing through th© war© frost. in unit 

time 3 U is tbs velocity of tha war© and the subscripts. rs«* 

far to conditions on opposite: sides of the. war© front* 

Hear the origin the conservation of energy was stated 
Y . ' ■ 

when m. assumed pu-=i0 ©iis is the integral of the first 

. law:.of thermodynamics ■ 

pg 
D-t 

DQ 
Dt ; 

under' the assumption that t>a/kt-0 and with 2# the internal 

energy given by the perfect sets 3J®9 S = fr/(X-i) * 

-fiadaaBftrd has shown in his loeons sur la Propagation dee 

Cades that the above therEOdynamic equation still applies 

for the. gas in continuous motion* fh® energy equation 

for the: shook ware howevers must* take into account the 

kinetic energy differences across the wave* Here m suet 

say- that the work don® in passing through the wave front 

Is equal to the change in kinetic energy plus the- change 

in internal energy*' fh® energy equation with the teams 

written in this order is now 

{m} p*.*z. -2 

Eliminating u^ and ttg with CIS) and (10) we. have the 

energy equation for the shock ward a® given by Hadaraard; 

(21) K = 

16 



.It ia elesr mow that if w© conserve energy across the 

shook wave that entropy is mot. conserved# For if wa as- 

sum® equation (SI) to haM, the product $v is no longer 

a constant across, th© "shock wav© hut varies with; p: ami v« 

Mar® is a discontinuous Increase in entropy which varies 

Jmjsffiouat as ths shock imr© mores down the tube* 

At points other them those cm thf shock war© the first 

©f therraodynasaics will hold® That is„ 

De 
Dt f 

£>v~ 
Dt o 

or y 

tss} '/”r ”A: " 
whore k is 1 in the gae at rest hut is a different com-. 

stant for each cross section ©f the gas whose initial 

position is to the right of %* the value of the constant 

depends on the strength of the shock ware when it reaches 

the initial position of the particle® 

Since the singularities in the derivatives must he 

expected t© he present is the new solution9 the continued 

us® of x and t as the independent variables Is incon¬ 

venient# ' However the solution (9) and (19) indicates 

that the solution is analytic in u ®sd t near % and we 

accordingly now introduce these as the independent 

variables® To illustrate the transformation of equations 



(1) and (&} 9 consider v* will bocora.0 v = v(a.e3?) 

with t~T and z-xin^T) „ Then - ■ 

Vu- 2jr dje . dV' J-t 
fZZ ~ dje d<J- d~t 3 U- 

£ \r iT 2dL + 
" 0* e) T ,..,T . 

The daeobias. of •. the 

j ir JJi 
3-t dr 

17)* 
fa 

ax :"LL 
fr *r 

sis©® tt/dT =1 sad -tf/at* ■= Q« Solving for 

asKi dir/at ws have s 

2r / 3-* 
ax a«. / 0K- 

atr /ax 2JL _ f£ f-^ /M. 
= (ar.a-b . at . 

From 2-;=-s(u3f) we find with sc fixed that 

£)x 3jv J_x. 3JT ■ 
jm at “t* tr dt 

Of gu. 
at ” 

and with T fixed 

l ax iifa __ 
du. &X- 

o 

m £jt __ i /au. 
^* 9x • 

The derivatives of p say he foaad in the same t»ay is 

which those of r were f ootid* 

MqjmMmm Cl) aad {&) whoa writ tea for a amd t as 

1® 



tli© independent variables axe now respectiveXys 

(23! U.- ^ + IT =o 

(24) (u-~ wllr + ^ -w-°. 

fh® energy aquation is now 

where D/Bt is the total til© derivative, the entropy 

being constant on the particle path* Carrying out the 

differentiation and transforming to .the variables u and 

t we haves 

mi (u- £)(irWr -*■ »• &) + ^r(iff U - v&) = 

Figure IT shows how the various solutions for a* p, 

and v say be fitted together near ft« 

19 



Them will fee two solutions for x, p9 aM'?t one for each 

of tbs regions 1 sad II indicated in Figaro I¥9 the sol¬ 

ution I fitting with the solution (10} serose T# The 

theoretical grounds for this picture are as followsz 

Heglon II is between the shook ware 8 and the particle 

path P through Thus ¥ Is the last particle for which 

pv*- 1 and in II equations (BB)$ (34), and |28) are to 

solved subject to the boundary conditions {1S}8 (19}? 

and (31) on 8«- On the other hand6 below Ps pv 19 and- 

In consequence -we hav© to expaot a different solution 

there# Finally we cannot aspect the solution In, 1 to 

agree with (10) sine© the latter is based on an analysis 

of the equations {&} and (9) which no longer applies# 

fixe solution is I should3 howaver, fit continuously with 

(10) -across some curve through Q and by virtu© of our 

Initial discussion of the properties of characteristics8 

it follows that this curve must be the characteristic of 

(10) of negative slop* through Q,# This is the curve which 

we have denoted by r» As the figure indicates wo now 

take Q. as the origin of coordinates0 

fie turn first to a detailed discussion of the bound¬ 

ary conditions# To begin wa rewrite the equations (13}, 

(19) ,and (31) taking ug" ©, P*J ~ 1> Vg~ 1$ corresponding 

to the gas at rest, and u^-us pj_ = p» and cor¬ 

responding to the gas in motion# 



(86) 

{&<?) 

imi 

m ^ XT a (CJ - 
i 
yjr 

yytu= / ^ 

•_/ = + V- 

& may be assumed to fee gives parameter!eally is u to 

power series form C*J 

K*3-' 

_ c/- 

^rs- 

« 2- N« vc 
H - » 

Ms .J I _ 
d'ts (U= 0 M• 

flie particle path P may also fee gives paraBetvio- 

N, 
- Co 

ally to power aeries to u« Here 

e?- ~ 

/*> = u. 
fas • 

Since the solutions for x for regions I and XI - are to fee 

jo toot across P# we haves 

d X (OL ,-tp) _ 22L -i_ d^kl. 
<£u~ 

— d oo 
w d/^p 

re” ■= ^ ' 

It will fee mm that &%/ht Is not aero at the origin %# 

ana because of the singularity at % fex/to is zaxo and 

db /to is therefore sere there „ Tills cmms that the 
P ' 

M 
power series for t. begin® like n and that the one for 
P • 

like u3* We haw? _ 
P

5
 , ^ 

*r- £ * • 
A=2.' 

81 

^P = % V\- ?> 



the functions p and T of n and % far the regions I and XX 

becorns identities in m when t is replaced by t_* 

In region Isas indicated aboves vm have'equations 

(23} and (24) again but instead of (23) we have pv 1* 

The solution in i is to be Joined to the solution (10} 

across f~> cf(k) may be expanded in a power series in u and 

(10} becomes,, with the origin now the point q,s 

IK*-) Co't l±i tct" 
2- 

& f%) 

FTOM (9} 

V <u)~ (l -+■ 
_>—I 
3-Co 

Z 
\'T=r 

u) 

behind r» letting t^-bs t on the character!at!e r* we 

say expand in a power series in m from (12} « Mmm 

z(nstp} in 1 must be identical with (10) when t is re¬ 

placed by t r a Similarly vCu9tr) must be an identity in 

u with (9)« 

We assume power series of the following form, there 

being one of each hind for the region X and XXt except 

that in I9 p =.v & 

OO 

SB 



1© not© hare that T(OSO} =• p(O0O)= 1 esfl s:|0>0)=c»Et090)/&a 

Hh© determination of the coefficients has bo®n- 

earrled out to terms of degree high enough to show the 

difference between the solutions for X and XX e Letting 

&*<p¥o)9 &=fin(°)$ oto«» the results are as follows! 

Xa region It 

t(4)‘A' *r(4)7A% 

» »^ y \ • 

5 8-5; ?r 
    U t 

1 
-t 



r 76 r 

4 
2.7Q+Y) Cs-* y) 

2. jrY^6 A* 
7(n*)s‘(isr-$Tt) lc^ 

-<-1,.»t‘*-HfwX,-lr)^ir~,j: K-% .U*4 J-ioCoK 2CoS(i)7 A 

uH2"-!- t>2 a>u-^-fc + i^U-ir 
4 

+ bog t'5 + ~o ^ -g j y(4)s(3 s -iXi-s rXt-z r) -#y>i7^s+/jiVy-i!f;|>‘+ 

_if 
^ = ir . 

Here and is tha results to follow the a*s3 b*8, ant 

e*s are used to designate undetermined coefficients» 

f&e particle path, through Qs 

^Tf&rl2 Yc+ ZC°(,~Z^B^(i~2rXi-nMj -t 

-jj^j4S>CoD+2Y(3-St)C-i-26(huXl-$'r)8-i- 3*-/3~STJA 
S’ 

U-f 



, 2a XIs 

-A(^+ ^Lw.t- ^ -S.U4 

,_ 4(m)4(Sj-S)^+i. 2 7(/+/f(j-*-l) .4 _ D_,* 
t(4)cfiC- x*{4)7f? t «■! 

■+ X7(i+lf(li-s) 3 4* 
C?(4)7A . 

 15G>^,+3^ +2)re| ^ 

t>. X (4jd 

AT(«,t) = I-£-«.■+ gZ-uT- U? + «mf(sr-}) e-t a 4* I2.C. 2. C^(4)A 

(i-nr)ftlr-i) ,.4 1 ■27/;+ri’%-i3;rl xf2 4(I-H)4ff^-/4y-27)■ .pi 

■ «* a (4)*,^ u ^ 2(4* t*A' ** 

-h 
(ij-vyi-2.y)(;y-i)^s+ nCi+ifizHr-n) ^ 

4io ft ir x C*S(4j7A 



f £W6ir-s)(:«ir+i3)+ 

~f- ^ ~t~ b| lAjt -f* ipoS ^ 

i- j(4fr(3.-sr)(i-iYX*t-i) i-OiJ^O+r^r^-ti r)L‘+ • -• 

I + Co u.-t i+I,> + ?0+rMi*-s) . ^ 

+ -r) +_ ^ 7(i+tf(3S-s) v^*- f/mr)4Cis»tzi Y-q) ^ 
1<>Y ZX(4f?\ 2(4)*Y A* 

Cif (H-rf 
* X(4)SAS 

-V 

-* Co 

. frtO(*-2)0-S) sr Z7(i+vf(ir-s) 4^ 
4S0C.Y 2a3W7A 

-j- Cx"i -+■ Cj^. U.'k -l-Cos'b 

_^. (osj(x7)(i-+r) -t‘ (4)s(^~2X^~i)l IA-
c-+ 

9o(4)%* l j 
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Th© shook Ss 

Hrc +,ac'*” -1'6 -* 
(i ™){n~H)

 *] *s«~ •. 

*s 3(H-r) A j V 

+4xo6(it-r)h4re + «(«f«)B +(i+i')(i7r-s)rtjuV 

In tbs region II^ 

?(^l)(S+i)* 
(4)* £ A1 r 

Tims the first tern to shw the entropy difference is of 

order t/% This- is also the order of the first tors in 

which v in I differs 'from r in II» • The first term in : 

which x in - I and x in M differ from the solution (10 3 is 

that in itb# and where x in 1 and :c in "II are different 

is that in $*• . 

To terns of order three s xe on the envelope and 

on the shook ware am girea as functions of t by. 

m 



x< = Cot H- tm1 
fA 

(T+Q B ^ +  
41 A* 

zs= at ■+ -tv -gft+yJ w ttLLj-5 .~ 
22A    -■» r ^ 3(4)* A* 

Since A=f"6> is positive, it is seen that the shock 

waw lias between tbs earelop© and the lina x*=G0t» 

fo giro a graphical Illustration of the position of 

the shock wavs, let V- f/S and tg=u« stum to terns ©f 

order three in t we hairs? 

XQ * /./?3A-k + . j-ooot3’ -i-.o/Soi:*' 

X* ~ UXJZb -t-. ^ooo-fc^-e . 0507 

'■ Figure ¥ shows CxQ - 2g) *l©^ ant Cxs * G0t)°lG^ 

plotted against t for - values of t small enough that 
tt 

the term in t may he neglected* 

®e first two tarns of the characteristic (4) thrombi 

Q„ x - x r9 and the particle path thsoogh % S=K p 3 are 

for the same example 9 as functions of ft 

3/z 
Zr 

s -l-IS5t -+.g 7-t + 

ip = 04-t2^ 
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